
INTRODUCTION TO 
MACHINE LEARNING 
FOR BUSINESS ANALYSTS



DISCOVER 

Understanding your role as a BSA in 
Machine Learning projects at your 
organization is critical to their successful 
implementation.  Learn what machine learning 
is, and gain insights on how you can apply your skill 
set as a BSA to make machine learning projects a 
success.



WHAT IS 
MACHINE LEARNING ?

If you retain one thing from this talk, 
remember:

• Classic Programming:  functions are performed on data

• Machine Learning:  computers find function from 
data using probability 



THE CONFUSION SLIDE

Three broad categories of machine learning:

• Machine Learning: SVM, k-means clustering, linear 
regression, Bayes theorem

• Deep Neural Networks: recurrent neural networks (rnn), 
convolution neural network, feed forward neural network 

• Pattern Theory: see David Mumford 



STUMP THE SPEAKER 

Think of a use case that cannot benefit 
from machine learning 



 MACHINE LEARNING EXAMPLES
Many common applications 
use ML without people realizing:

• iPhone message app (predictive 
text)

• Photos app (find people in 
photos)

• Email (spam filtering)

• Google translate 



WHAT A BUSINESS ANALYST 
NEEDS TO KNOW ABOUT ML

• Why you should do ML (...hint: it’s mainstream)

• Learn how to introduce ML while minimizing risk

• Things to know during: Requirements elicitation, 
Analysis, Software Testing



WHY YOU SHOULD DO ML 
(...HINT: IT’S MAINSTREAM)

“The effects of AI will be magnified in the coming decade, as 
manufacturing, retailing, transportation, finance, health care, law, advertising, 
insurance, entertainment, education, and virtually every other industry 
transform their core processes and business models to take advantage 
of machine learning. 

The bottleneck now is in management, implementation, and business 
imagination.”

Harvard Business Review
https://hbr.org/cover-story/2017/07/the-business-of-artificial-intelligence



LEARN HOW TO INTRODUCE 
ML WHILE MINIMIZING RISK

1. Culture: Is your organizational culture ready for 
Machine learning?

2. Get Good data

3. Make two versions of your use-case: one 
without ML and one with



THINGS TO KNOW DURING: 
REQUIREMENTS ELICITATION
• Elicitation Plan:  add ML to your elicitation plan 

• Stakeholder Analysis (RACI) responsible, accountable, consulted, informed

• During elicitation look for : Culture, Data Quality,  Do two versions of use case

• Stakeholders buy-in (which use cases)

• Does your process need to be error free? (ML is probabilistic)

• Use validated elicitation results, stakeholder concerns to develop a 
communication package 



THINGS TO KNOW DURING: 
REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS

• Strategy Analysis: Determine if there’s a business need for ML.  Create a change 
strategy.  Remember culture > data quality > ML .   Also new infrastructure will be 
required:  Cloud compute and/or on premise.  

• Use Context Diagrams:  Develop business use case diagrams and system use case 
diagrams to incorporate the additional infrastructure required 

• Create two use cases: one without and one with ML

• Main success scenarios/ alternate success scenario (Use ML in main success, scenario, classic 
in alternate)

• A/B testing: use A/B testing:  Use case with ML, one without and then measure

• Business Requirements Document (BRD): Functional/ non functional requirements 



THINGS TO KNOW DURING: 
SOFTWARE TESTING

Things to keep in mind when 
testing:

• ML models may need to be 
retrained as data changes 

• ML is probabilistic: Deep Neural 
Nets may learn the wrong thing



RESOURCES:  
MACHINE LEARNING FRAMEWORKS

Framework Type Deployment Publisher

Tensorflow Deep Neural 
Networks

Cloud and on 
premise Google

IBM Watson Deep Neural 
Networks Cloud IBM

Scikit-Learn Machine Learning Python Open source

Microsoft 
Cognitive Toolkit

Deep Neural 
Networks 

Cloud and on 
premise Microsoft 

BigDL Deep Neural 
Networks Apache Spark Intel


